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                                                       ch out watch out watch out for surface tension watch out watch out wat   THE TRANSFORMATION OF A watch ! out BIOCHEMIST TERRORIST 
   INTO A BEAKERFUL OF watch ! out MAD COW ANTHRAX GATE 

after i decided to live the rest of my watch ! outlife dedicated 
to defending my highest watch ! out principles! reason and order! in 
the real world with objective watch ! out logic and watch out 
compassion! i snuck up on a watch out mad cow and stuck a  
watch out needle in her watch ! out gut and reverse bicycle 
pumped 20 cc of watch out blood out and watch out snuck it 
into my watch out mouth and watch ! out snuck out of the watch 
out lab and watch out drove home to my watch out mother’s watch 
out kitchen and spit the watch out cow blood into her watch out 
big stew pot and added 68 watch ! out egg yolks and watch out 
covered the watch out pot and watch out snuck it out to the watch 
out garage and let it sit under a watch!out blanket for 40 watch 
out days and forty watch!out nights and watch out snuck into the 
watch out garage and opened the watch!out pot and it was rich 
with watch out anthrax and i snickered! watch!out this will rid 
the word of all those racist watch!out violent watch out atheist 
bleeding heart watch!out high tax watch out weaklings! and i 
drove the watch out pot to the reservoir and poured it with 
fearless objective action into the watch!out water of eight 
million degenerate smoking addicted consumers watch out and 
i stand here symbolically proud of the watch!out logic and 
compassion of my watch!out principles and i notice a watch out 
flush of true objective pride on my watch!out shoulders and 
they seem to be getting hard and clear and ready for 
anything! watch!out my mind is turning into a glass beaker! 
watch out my legs and arms are falling watch!out deep into my 
mind! watch!out i am become a watch!out beakerful of watch!
out anthrax disease! stars shine bright on shatter light 
watch!outthey subvert all watch!out day watch!out they subvert 
allwatch!out night watch!out thee watch!out thewatch!outthewatch
!outthat’s watch!out i guess even watch!out idiotic watch!out 
power mad watch!out paranoidwatch!outparabiochemistwatch! 
 out terrorists don’twatch!out to watch out enough watch!out folks                                                   ch out watch out watch out for depth pressures watch out watch out wa  


